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INTRODUCTION -
The obief preoccupation of CQmpose~a in the 'thirt.y-odd 
years of- the 20th centrury tha.'t par-allel the erea.tive aaree;f> 
of rvtaurice Ravel has been ~d.th the search for a new means- of 
- expression outside the system of ha.xmony used during the 
Common Praotic$ Perio_d wbioh held s~1a.y si-nce· the time of 
1v 
J. s.. Bach. It is for p't"aciaely ·this reason that Ravel 1s 
unique among his _contemporaries: while he too joined in the 
quest for new devices;,- he was aleo very concerned with 
ut,ilizing,. exp~di"ng, and el.a.bora.tr1ns on the traditional sys"'"' 
tem which had preceded him~ 
The contrast_ is especially marked when Ravel is pa.1red$ 
as an Impression! st, w1 th Debussy.. In t.he words of Alf"redo 
Oasella: 
~a.ndis que Debussy orea!~·8at ~n meme t~ps epuis-
ai t,,.. ... l'1mpress1oni sme mue1 cal~ Ravel -X"&sta-1 t fidele 
aux arob.itecturea oJ.a.ss-iques, -t-out ai1 ~es rajeunia .. 
· sa.nt par -un admirabl.e ef.foi·t de renovat-ion. 1Tel eat l' a.bime qui sepa.re les d.eux oreateu.rs. • • ... .-
This thesiet then:t '!.'lill give instances of Ravel • s use of 
olaesieal harmonic devices. and,. wherever possible; reJ.a.te 
some or the more abs'truaa elabora.t.:tons _in his style w1 th the-
bas1s :from which they grew. Due to the pau,ci ty of theoretical 
writings on the subject of aavel1 s use Qf traditional harmony,. 
the _\atatem~nts in this. st.udy aros-e ;'rom# and are of necessity 
documented by~ examples from Ravel• s music itse-l.f,-. 
1. Casella, Al.fredo .. "LtHa-.rmonie!.'" La Revue Musical-a, ler Avril, 
1925 P. :;o .. 
CHAP.t'ER I 
BASS UOVE14EN'.r """ TRM>:rriONAL HARMONIC FORMULAE 
1:),. Cade.gceg 
one of the foundations of the harmonic system employed 
by com~osers during the 18th and 19th centuries, or Common 
Practice Period as it is called, 1s the relatlonsbip of chords 
built on the scale degrees to the tonic, or center of gravtty9 
of ·that scale, and especially the relationship or the two 
strongest tones of the scale, i.e., the tonic and the domi-
nant, to each other. ~his relationship or tonic and dominant 
is most clearly delineated at points of harmonic cadence, a 
. cadential torniulae in the traditional system being by detini· 
tion the pr0gress1on of a chord, whose root is either a fifth 
above or a titth · below the key center, to the tonic. 
Ravel has not hesitated to employ the traditional caden .. 
tial fol'lnulae in his music. It is significant however tl:at 
there is a relative scarcity of examples in his writing i~ 
Which the unadorned dominant to tonic progression appears. ,, 
. ~ 
.· 
a 
This may be taken as an 1n4ioat1on that Ravel regarded the 
pure dtma:l.nallt•tutc aade,ree u e evenel$ed elieh6 to be 
employed only exeept1onall1t rather than by rule• 
Ext 2. &R!AttD!a Ilt P• 7. 
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· Xt is net a'k all 1l'lt2fequen'b1 heweveP, that the pemlt1-
mate deminant chori filf the .cadential forrm1J.a is precedea by 
the most traditional azwangSll!lent of oho7ds sueh as II, II6t 
IV1, supe:rtom.e and its f.i:tr~~ inversion, subdom1nant seventh, 
or, as in the example quoted below, submedia.nt ... subdominant.. 
superton!e-aominant seventh-tGI'lio. 
Ext 3. .L! Tmgbeau f!! ~op,_:aerJ.n• Prelude, P• '· 
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In the following example from the Coneertg ;egur P~gPQ 
Et Ozehagtre more elaborate forms of the subdominant and super. 
tonic eftset the simplicity ot the final dominant and ton!c 
3 
chords. 
EXa 4. Copoerto .fm!£ flang ~ 9,r.chest~e II, p. ;2. 
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one variant or the dominant commonly employed to add 
freshness to the eadenoe is the dominant with lowered third, 
theum1nor dominant"1 either 1n the minor modea 
Exa $.. Sona'Ci!le, II, P• 6. 
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Ex: 6. ~ombeau ~Couperin , Rigau.don, P• 16. 
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Ra1s111g the tif'tb of the dominant triad is a .favod t-e 
dfW:I.oe in ~tex- wms et Ra.v&l; ad 1 't is almost a styli sUe 
f'eatue <tt 14. JlalS£b f'roni whieh the following esmnple :l.s taken. 
lf1l8 1 • . 14 i-lta. P• s., 
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R1gke~ forme of the 4eminant1 &.e., 9th, Uth, an<i 13th 
stru.c1Rutes, awe eommon in Ravel t s work as tho examples be lew 
1nd1eate. 
; 
Ex a e. l!! Tombeau _!!! Cou2e1'1n, :Forlatlej P• 10. 
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It is less frequent, however, that the ultimate ton1o 
chord appears in higher f'orms at strong cadence points. 
Exa 10. Le TQm;beas de P.ouu~rin, Mim:ltt, P• 23. 
\ (l&,i · :n , I J . ~ 
\ . ... ~ _r· ----rt • ~ -- 't I -
\ (~,.....,~!·~~~>~-~~~~-:---~ ... ·~{I 
l f 1 
J - ~ ,, ::c~ - \ L ____________ ---------------- ----~-------
Oeoas1onally, and especially :tf' the cadence is intended 
to·be of cl1maot1c or startling effect, the dominant ls radi· 
oally altered. 
6 
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Also, non-tertian stru.ctures are built on thfJ dommant 
tone. In the following example the ef.fect is still distinctly 
.. 
and strongly cadential d,esp1te the avoidance or the leading• 
tone in the penultimate dominant cho~d. 
Ex: ·12'. If.!. ·~ombee.'\ -Sa·· pou;er3.!h R1g({Udt\n1 P• 17. · 
But this structure is weaker in its effect, and more typical 
of chords bUilt in f'our~hst 
Ex: 13. ~~lsee B..olJ!eg· §..i Se,nt2,men3;ales, III t P• 9. 
flppEp I. d. 
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The rather weak plagal cadence ( subdominant to tonic) 
is very rare in Ravel. Furthermore, in the illustration ot 
it from the coda ot the PteJ.ude 1n the suite .L.f! Tombeau .9! 
Cou:gar~n quoted below, it is even questionable whether the 
progression is not heard as I-IV-I (suggesting I being equal 
to v or IV) rather than as IV-I. 
Exa14. -It! ~oml!emu i!!, Gmserirh Prelude, p. 6,. -
l 
I 
I 
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-" ·: lq ~ Tcr ') 
-------In- view-of the--rarity· of-- the -p1agal~cadenee in Ravei-.-a--
writing it :ls interesting to note that while bass movement by-
fifths or fourths is a dominant feature ot his style Ravel 
has a distinct leaning toward the V-I progression (bass move• 
ment .u a fourth or down a fifth) rather than the lV•I se-
quence (bass movement do~n a fourth or sa a fifth)as evidenced 
in the following example in which the entire cirele ot fifths. 
1s traversed. 
8 
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Likewise, instances of the halt-cadence ( IV-V, II-
v, or some variant) are most infrequent. This most !neon• 
elusive ot all cadences is scarcely ever used by Ravel and 
again, when 1 t is, as in the passage cited below the ef'teet 
1s very close to the authentic cadence. 
Ex: 16. Ja ~qmbf'Bl.\ 11!. Po!!Peri!h R1gau.don, P• 17. 
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The deceptive cadence (irregular resolution of the 
dominant) is_ a stock-in-trade of Ravel's technique, however. 
Very straightforward examples of this eXist: the folloWing 
m:!.ght almost have been written 1n the _Classical period. 
9 
Ex; 17~ h.! Tcuu"eaB .dl Coupeup,, Minuet, p.,. 20. 
l J 
There is a distinct inclination to heighten the sur-
prise inherent 1n·tha deceptive cadence by raising the third 
or the ultimate subnled1ant chord. In the major mode this re• 
quires raising the tonic note a halt-tone and introduces a 
very remote alteration to the key. ln the example of this 
from the !(oncerto _f.our fiano Et ,q~cl}~stre the tonic 1s re-
turned to without delay t but in the da ca;go :Of.' the example 
from ~ :ombeau S! CouQerin, the deceptive cadence 1s treated 
as a surprise modulation and the W.nuet continues 1n the 
submediant. 
Ex: 18. co;cer~q ~~'II, P• ;e. 
-r- ~; :r1-------~-----t --~-=·c-~------ ~--=~----~·cc.-.- ~= =~ .c--· .. ~;•==--0 
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Finally, there are innumerable instances of exotic ca .. 
* denees to be found in Ravel's music_,·' .·They may be propel'lY' 
called exotic in that they represent a drastio·violat1on o£ 
the v .... z relationship on which the traditional system or ton--
ality is based. Wnile. they have been·· employed· by some com .... 
posers ot the Common Practice Period themselves, their sa.11 ... 
ent cha.xaacter1st1o is here· as it was before: they represent 
an attempt to break down the rigidly defined rule ot the 
traditional harmonic system that the dominant to tonic rela• 
tionship must be demonstrated at cadence points. Because of 
their natural tendency to destroy the system, no attempt 
has been made to list or give illustrations of' su.ch exotic 
· cadences. They are essentially outside the scope or this 
study.· 
2~., Sequences 
In the traditional view, sequences are of two main 
types: modulating, and tonal. Classical theory further de• · 
orees that a sequential pattern may be of any length, al-
though it is most often from two chords to a short phrase in 
*II-I, III-I, and ~VII-I, etc. 
• 
.. 
u 
duration; and that at least two transpositions or the origi• 
na.l pattern must occur before the sequence 1 s firmly est a-. 
blished. 
The reasoning behind the laws ot sequence writing 1 s 
somewhat obscure, especially in regard to the dictwm that 
sequ.enees should conaist ot no more than three, no less than 
two transpos1 tions. As Walter Piston says, u'l'h1s rule may 
be stated as an observation without presuming to deduce a 
principle of aesthetics theretrornf)"l 
Much of Ravel's seque~e writing (and he uses the de-
viee liberally) does not adhere to these rules, however., In 
ci:!:seassir.ag sequenoes·in Ravel's .music one mu.s.t; accept the 
estsb:tishment ot a sequenee by onl7 two complete appearances 
ot the initial patte~n, because in mallY' oases its length ~ten• 
ders a third appearEOJ.ee either 1mpl'act1oa1 or undesirable. 
Itavel employs the sequ.enee exclusively as a means ot 
modulation; there are scarcely any examples ot tonal sequences 
t& be round, and those pr1ncipally in his early works. 
EX: 20. §outiWh Mimtet, p. 6. 
l 'II. l 
-. 
' 
( I 
--I' v • '; t t I 
< ( ~ c 
.;!.. ,, + ~ 
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I • I t ,., y 1 
lp1_ston, Walte&-; i!!mRDit Chapter XIX1 P• 21;. New !o~k, w. w. Norton, 1948. 
-· 
. 
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On the other hand instances or modulating sequences 
abound in his wr1 ting throughout his career. It 1s a favor-
ite means of development. 
While initial patterns of varying duration are to be 
found, the characteristic which distinguishes many of his 
sequences is the unusual length or the pattern. The follow-
ing examples illustrate the brevity, and the length, respec-
tively, of the sequential patterns that are encountered in 
Ravelts music. 
Ex: 21. §sumtine, III, P~ 15'. 
. i 
~--::--=·.::.. 
.----:::-.---:=-"- ~.;.::_;-~-~ -·-·. ~=-~.--:-.-.=-:.- ----_-_.:.........=.,;;-~.;c._=.....,.--=--:--=-7--....:~~-=-=---·_:;;·_ .. -::--
------ --
. f ~ ~ _, ......- . :n~•i.:l[fr?(r \b I ejfi il . . ~m-r, ~r ,~l!lrJ l?t 1 f47 I J I 
' 
) 
I 
---- -- ·- ·-----
·-------------
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·r . 
The patter.n in the second example above is given two 
transposi tionstt,. the total length . ot the sequence being thirty 
bars where it is broken ott. 
13 
ln adhering to the chosen degree of transpos1 t1on of a 
modulating sequence, Common Practice was not as literal as 
that ot Ravel. ~he degree of transposition was most often 
ad3usted by a half-tone to accommodate the· scale tones of 
the basic tonality or a compos! tS.on. Thus a sequence (in 
which the desired interval ot transposition was a third) be-
ginning on the dominant would first be transposed dow.n a 
major third to the med1ant, then a minor third to the tonic,. 
When Ravel chooses an interval or transposition he adheres 
to it strictly without variation. In this sequence from 1£! 
:tom beau de C,oy,p~rin the interval of transposi t1on is a ma3or 
second, the sequence progressing from F# through E and D 
to c, a tritone away. ~ --;:::--~' :3· 1-.EI. ~beau .!1.9 Cou~eri!lo, Rig~dony!:C :6• -) 
. --t' ;r.::._ E: 'JT1 - ~ 1'1 = ~~ 1T'7 JL. 'i1 = CJ iTt ----
- ... -·~_ .. c~~~·-···cc :---·~--•• c ... _o7.-=·o.~7.~·=~~~c.· ······-·-·- ·-··-·-···- -~··--·-·· "1:1- . I 
Transposi tio~ such as the above point up the modulatory 
character of the sequence, since each successive statement of 
the pattern contradicts the previous one, in acc1dentals, and 
a basic or ttnderlying tonality governing the movement of the 
whole is not strongly felt. 
Another treatment ot the sequence which 1 s characteris-
\ 
l 
! 
14 
tic ot Ravel may be called the Compound Sequence. In this 
device the entire sequence, eons1st1ng of perhaps three state ... 
mente, is transposed, creating a larger sequence. 
Ext 24. .It!, ~gmbeaa .9.! pgp.per&Dt Prelude• PP• 2,3. 
l 
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ADJ style of composition Which relies on even a moder-
ate degree of sequential writing requires that the creator 
be highll" imaginative in varying the pattern Without destroy-
ing its identity, so that stereotyped and predictable repeti-
tions are avoided. 
The type of modification which the 1n1t1al pattern un• 
dergoes as it is transposed var1es1 of course, with each in-
dividual case. There are almost as many examples or differ-
ent techniques of varying a sequential pattern as there are 
.. 
,..... 
~.. ,. 
:, " 
.. 
'I 
' 
• • 
examples ot the sequenees themselves. Yet, some of the more 
interesting types ot variation recur, and these are worth 
noting. 
Below are two examples in which the entire sequence 1s 
placed over an unvarying pedal note._ In the first instance 
this leads to :t.ntimat1ons of bitonality: 
Elta 2tiet !llse,g Job1e! .& .§,Q.~-.ment~~es, I, P• 2. 
I 
r-11 1:.1 r'r f~~ -:t.~ ~~;. ~ -qtT 
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r , l ( .... 1--;,. I ! . ' 
' 
'lt-o' ·~ 
Jr; 'i' 1','-DIII. ----..:...------...:_ 
The quotation from Valse VI is also another instance 
ef a compound se~enoe, The strong phrasing of' the bass 1n 
two bar g~ps diverts attention from the quadruple repet1• 
t!on of the one bar sequential patter.n in the upper veioe. 
The R,p$t\UAft from ~ ~orgbgau .s1& pouylj.Q. is practically 
an essay in sequence writing Which neoassitates a high degree 
j, j 
~ .. 
' 
0 
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of in.venti veneas .... 'fll~ compound sequenoe pattern is exploited 
tour~ ~imes in the e.o~s$ of t.he .· conrpoa1t.1on and 1$ presented · 
in i#hree ditterent· h,a.nttonizationa (EX:: 24l pa.ea l.4,. and Ex: 2'! t. 
bal.ow} •. JUl. the ha:rmoni.za.ti<ma are vers olosely rel.e.t.ed, 
"""' 
w1 t.h au,bt,le a~ ~era.tions ot . t.he dominant. imparting the requireQ 
fresbnese t.o every appea.ra.noa o:f the 1nitia1 pa:t 'tern. 
Ex: 21• La. !ombeau de ,gouper1n1 l?relu.de, P. 5. 
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Al.$0 to be noted in tb.e above example is the third 
'technique of var1a:t..1on, of'hen employed. wheln the same sequen• 
t1al pattern 1s repeated in 'ti<tro dif£erent aeet.1ons of a 
pi~oe: the radical eb.ang1ng ot the int.eNa.l of t.ranaposi.;.,; 
tion or the in1 tiel patt..ernt in this ease from a ha.lf...otone 
down in the first compound sequence~ t.o a trltone up 1n the 
' 
' :_i 
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' "•} ·, 
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second appearance. 
Finally, Ravel•s sequence writing at its most complex 
occasionallY involves more than one sequence simultaneously. 
In this passage from h1s ~rio the Violin and Violoncello have 
one sequential pattern which is transposed up a fourth each 
bar; the bass pattern, meanwhile descending in seconds, sug• 
gests the typically Common :p.r.aotica "sequence or sevenths." 
In the center, the piano has a two bar pattern, which is 
treated rather freely due to the complexity or the writing. 
Ex: 28• ',l',r~, III, P• 22 • 
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·. 3;,., Modulations 
The classical principles governing modulation are vcr.y 
clear and explic:L t tor any com poser making use of the tradi· 
tional system. 
Modulation is a means to secure harmonic varietY' in mu-
sic. lt introduces a higher complex! ty and depth to ID.lleical 
composition in offerin~ it the resources of keys other than 
the tonic with their attendant galaxy of chords41 Furthermore, 
it expands the principle of the relationship of chords to a 
tonic into the relationship .ot tonal centers themselves to 
each other. 
"Composers seem to have been in consistent. agreement 
that to remain in one key throughout a piece of any length 
1 is aesthetically undes1rable.u It is to be expected that 
Ravel is no exception. :tn fact,::~he has probably brought more 
imagination and ingenuity to bear on this aspect of the tra-
ditional ha~onie system than on any other* Allowing himself 
only the simplest means, he elaborates on, and at the same 
t~e otters clarification or, the traditional methods ot 
modulation. 
Before a modulation can be effected the initial tonal-
itT must first be clearly established. The modulation may 
then be executed by means or a pivot chord (a chord common 
to both the key or origin and the key of destination) and 
the key or destination is established, usuallY by means ot a 
1P1ston, Hamonz, Chapter VIII, p. ?7, New Yorkt w. w. 
Norton, 1948. · 
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cadence. nThe simplest modulatiom employ the cadential tonic 
1 triad as a pivot." 
.Fat: 29. Ial.§e~ l1Gbl.as Jlt ftea:t" meota.J.ea, VI; P• l4e 
.cc to s> . . "''"'L 
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Ravel's modulations usually do employ the simplest 
means. Always they are •trected by means ot this pivot chord 
principle .• _ The student of Ravel does not find the violent 
juxtaposition ot keys Without benefit of a smooth hinge that 
are occasionally employed by Beethoven. 
In the simple type of Modulation described above, With 
the cadent1al tonic ot the key of origin becoming the pivot 
chord to the key ofdestinat1on, the pivot chord ~11 assume 
any tonal .function in the key of d.estination that the desired 
modulation requires. Thus if the modulation is to the domi-
nant, the cadential tonic in the key of origin Will assume 
simultaneously the function of the subdominant in the key ot 
destination. FolloWing are examples ot the tonic asswn1ng 
six different roles in as many modulations• 
lHindemith, Paul, Rarmom'' Ckapter XIV, p. 101, New 
Yo1'k, Associated Music PU.blis ers, 1944. 
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I becomes II (modulation to the seventh degree ot the 
scale) o See F...x: 23, page 13 .. 
.... .M ... 
I 
I becomes III (modulation to the Subm~diant) 
. Ex& 30., lzA ~~ P• 12o 
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I becomes IV (modulation to the Dominant). See Ext29t 
page 19. 
I becomes VI (modulation to the Medtant) 
I becnmes VII (modulation to the Bupertonic)" 
Ext 32. ;vaJ,tge§ gcb).eg .!1 §...enJ;~qtGn,t.g].t~m~ V, P• 12. 
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EarllJtle 2lt el:,~··.?-b(l)ye ir;l_iPE!l~t1t>m tia :t~ l!llildulatie 
to the l~:tng tone (I becomes II), otfe:rs strtkilll proof ot 
:aave11 s oomplne aeespt8.J:J.ce ··at the pi \tot : ohord principles. 
- - - : '~, 
It is nota~le ~at t~e.1nit1al ~attern is II~v-x7 and that 
each time the t.ie e;s&..:u.nes the' .J.ole of the · su.perton1e et 
: v 
the next key, the 111tt3or :~ev~ is flatted to a min&r seventh, 
~.J·~ :..- . ..., 
thus enabling the formeP tenic seventh to fa.1f'111 li te:Pal].y 
its fwaetion ae· supe~enitf·s~th 'in the key ot ttestinat!&.mc.. 
In this • Ravel :almost· spells mit the pHmttple •t~;rci!t~ · 
.~ sU:pertomci" 'lttd ·ve.u'les the theottefd.al p!itatt!p16 
tJt the :raivat -olio~• 
While these six example$ ~eta itt genera1·1ihe -simplest 
kinds fJt ·rnl\tiul-at:rcm, wld:eh are· &y: far these 'mittJ'ifre~:a~ 
used W tt:avEn., there al'e g!fmaps or mere c emt>1-GS mac!l~tas 
m "dd.ch ·-Ohoitls · o~ t!laa the eadeabal temo · aet as· 'file·-
.. tO ~-key Of ·Msti.tiat!Ml• 
X~ ts· a t•gt-eal 6Ctefi'ltb'of the pi-vot· cJt.-a i>lf11m1ple 
ffhat aJtl f!hol'i 'bf!' a .keY ot'·&r!d,a may aeswn!=' the fdeft~n &f 
any·ftl•a 1n· a ·lttt ot clesUruttiotl, ··•e eomptej!iiy et idle;-,..;_ 
s-elati1MVJMl1 'b~ fiie,,~~~ .a. dir~ pt'b~'Otttha-~to 
tlhe 'M-ota$ss ·ot tbt! mi&i1a'tlcm..,· 
" fe· otter· a simPle :b\fhfiee tJt the ·use of ·piwt ·Uhei'«<8 · 
~er tbS.n ·ffie ··iadential ~c, tl.e tte1lewing $JUU~ple~: tl 
~~- .. 
·.. . .~. ; 
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Exa 33.. .&! l;ombeau i!! CquMrtn, Rigaudon; Pe~ 18. 
~~~~~!lt  i 
I 
~ 
i 
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--r. .\ 
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This dominant-becomes subdom1nant modulation is really 
only another means of aohieving the same end as the tonic-be-
comes supertonic formula; i.e., modulation dow.n a tone~ It 
differs, however. ~n that it is used (1) in the middle of a 
phrase rather than as a link between two phrases, (2) When 
the tonic is only i'mpl±ed and not actually sounded, and (3) 
When progressions which involve parallel dominant sevenths 
occur. !he last two points quoted above are critical tea. 
tures of Ravel's style, and a clear grasp of' them is essen-
tial in order to show ~e relation of certain modulatory 
passases in his music to traditional theory. For an example 
of both the reader is referred to bars 33 through ;7 ot Valse 
III in Val~eg ~~es ,!.!1 §mt~menta.J.es,. l He:te the parallel. 
dominant sevenths are written over a dominant pedal ill the 
key of B. At the conclusion or the first phrase a modulation· 
to E is effected, and another series or parallel dnminant 
sevenths is heard over the dominant pedal or that key. The 
pedal note then changes its function from dominant, to medi-
1Edit1on Durand, p. 8, Pans, Durand et C!e, 1911. 
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ant, and the return to the tonic Q ot the piece is accomplished. 
In this entire passage, however, the tonics or the trans1to17 
keys are only implied, not sounded. So· again we find Ravel 
clearly- illustrating e. elassieal pr:tnciplee. in modulations 
"it 1s not essential that the tc:nio chord should appear, but 
the dominant must be made to sound as such.~1 
In the most remote Modulations of the pomrnon Practice 
Era the pivot chord in the key of or1gtn becomes a chord with 
extended al~erations in the key of destination.. This is a 
technique that finds only occasional favor With Ravel. When 
dealing in modulations to remote keys, he usually- selects an 
alternative: the passing modulation. 
The passing modulation is simply one in which the key 
or destination is reached by-passing through one or more tonal 
centers on the way, instead of going directly to the new key. · 
At no time in a modulation of this sort is there any question 
that one or the momentary tonal centers is actually the de· 
.sired goal. The key of destination is alway-s made unmista-
kably clear by a strong cadence. The example which follows 
1s a pe:t'fect illustration of this technique. Here it is ap..o 
plied to modulation down an augmented fourth, a very remote 
modUlation indeed. The complete smoothness with Which it 
is acoomr:lisb.ed is due to the division of the L"'lterval into 
t~ passing modulations of a whole-tone down. 
lp1ston1 g£mo;z1 Chapter VIII, P• ?8, New York, w. ~w. Norton, 1948. 
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At this point it is not out of order to observe that 
:Ravel inclines either t-oward modulating around the circle ot 
fifths, or toward modulating by step. His predilection tor 
writing progressiominvolving bass movement by fifths has 
been noted earlier (p. 8); modulation by fifths is only a 
natural extension or this practice~ Modulation by step, 
and incidentally the frequent use of passing modulations, is 
a result of his penchant f'or employing the modulating sequence, 
which has been tully discussed above. 
A much smaller but most interesting group of modulations 
are those in whieh the key center shifts a major third either 
up or down. These key changes are ef'.fedted by an imag1nat1 ve 
1-
I 
! 
device based on the ambiguity ot the diminished seventh chord, 
a popular technique of the period ot Common Practice. 
1 
In the modulations under discussion the triad With aug-
mented fifth is substituted for that worst of. traditional cl1-
ch6s, the diminished seventh chord. An augmented triad when 
placed on the dominant of any scale can be interpreted (with 
enharmonic adjustments) as the dominant sixth chord of the 
key a maJor third below, and as the dominant s1x .. f'our chord 
ot the key a major third abovea 
F.XI 3?. 
Ravel has capitalized on this ambiguity of the a.ugmen• 
ted dominant triad, as the folloWing excerpts show. 
Ext 36. Xalges Ngbles §1 ,SfQ&;J;tmentaJ.~!t IV1 P• lOt 
VII, p,2o .• 
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?:o a more limited extent he has also applied this to 
the tonic triad. In example 30 (p. 20), used in reference to 
the tonic-becomes mediant madulation, the pivotal tonic on 
the third beat may also be interpreted as a B flat triad 
l 
I 
; 
j 
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W1 thout root and with fifth augmented. While this, may.· seem 
tar-fetched, the cleverness of the writing makes it a quite 
feasible 1nterpretat1on. 
Hitherto in this study of Ravel's utilization of' the 
traditional principles of modulation the phrase "chord x-
beg.o;es- chord ytt has always been used. This naturally 1tn• 
plies that a time interval is necessary for the ear to ad~ust 
to the new f'unction.,ot the pivot chord, ActuallY it is an 
instantaneous process Which is perceived only in retrospect. 
The pivot chord is always simultaneously in both the key ot 
origin and the key of destination. Example 1; (p. 8) shows 
at once the pivot chord in its b:J. ... functional role, and the 
mental process whereby Ravel starts from a traditional prtn• 
ciple and arrives at an explanation of a complex 20th century 
phenomenon, the chord With major and minor third or rna~ or and 
minor seventh. 
. '4 9 Altered Chords 
An7 chord in the traditional system may be alteredt and, 
a~pend1ng on its resolution, still retain its identity. It 
1s through their regular resolutions, ioe., their relationship 
with other chords of' the key that the tunct1on of triads is 
identified. 
In a style in which resolutions and voice leading are 
at times obscure, it becomes a c.onsiderable problem to deter-
mine it a chord has been altered, or it it is a combination 
ot unresolved appog1ature, or a free choice or tones which 
':\ 
~ 
• 
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cannot be related to the traditional system at all. 
This is the cause of a great deal of the contusion, and 
controversy that exists among analysts ot Ravel's harmony. 
There are, however, certain structures which appear again and 
again in his music and tbese may safely be described as al-
tered chords. 
'lhe chord which most frequently appears :ln altered form 
is the dominant. It appears with both raised or lowered fifth, 
major seventh, and with the simu.ltaneous sounding of ma3or and 
minor thirdso In addition, the dominant tone of the seale 
is sometimes raised. or lowered and the no~al dominant seventh 
chord is constructed thereupon. 
'p; Jl, 
The following EJXamples illustrate each type of alteration• 
Ex; 37. 
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Higher torms of the Dominant are also extens:t.vely al• 
tered,. Such alterations of eleventh and thirteenth chords 
follow a less consistent pattern; the alteration of each chord 
is idiomatic, being intended tor each individual context. In 
these cases involving alteration of thirteenth structures 
the lower members of the chord are either lett untouched or 
omitted altogethero 
Ex• 38. 
-Jr---.......... ----------~--------
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Alteration of the Subdominant 
There 1$ one altered structure that stands above all 
others as a stylistic fingerprint of Maurice Ravel. Its an• 
castry 1s traceable directly to Chopin. Indeed, Ravel is said 
to have remarked to Nadia Boulanger, "If Chopin h.ae not written 
this, I would have 1'11'1tten nothing." 
Ext 39t Chopin, ~eb~rmo 1n i ~npr, Op. 20 1 P• 27. 
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While tllis is an extreme point of vJ.ew that the composer a-
lone is entitled to take, it is not wholly untrue. 
~he chord Will be recognized, of course, as the so ... 
called "German Sixth," or Subdominant seventh with ra1sed 
root. It is not so m.Uch ·the use of ·the 11German sixth" which 
is distinctive in Ravel as it is his adoption ot :lt in the}..-
1dent1ca.l setting used by Chopint i.e., 1n root position over 
a dominant pedal. In this torm it is to be found 1n music 
from all periods of Ravel's career. In this example f~om 
AJ;boradf31 del Grac~sUJR 1 t is used in the same key as the 
Chopin example. 
Ex: 40. A~J;lgradfA det grtca.osa. 
~tt~a, . !HfHJ ~f 
' I' I ,. , 
I .·: aJc. :: ! ~ L ~ j (;~a~ r t! I t~. :r~~olr.,.~ I . 
---~ C~-=~ .0~~-~-- '----. -------~--.-J 
'l'he difference 1n treatment of this and similar struc-
tures, bErtween the two composers lies 1n its resolution. In 
Chopin it 1s always carefUllY resolved to the dominant. Ravel 
often takes it as a point of' departure tor a whole series ot 
,_: 
dotninant seventh structures over a dominant pedal, and he 
sometimes fails to resolve the chord at all. On other oeca-
·Sions it is i1ven only the most off-hand resolution, With 
the voices sounding the diminished third not necessar11,- re-
30 
solving to the dominant but often progressing freely to an-
other dissonance. 
Ext 41• ~~J..se&l l!ll?le~ ~ Sept;tme~t!lag, II.lt P• B. 
; ' 
> 
A t"u7rther development of this unique··· setting of a s:tmi ... 
lar structure pcours in the coda or the Chopin D&rearJa.lt 
·op. 6o. · Her,e it is no longe:r a ••Gem.nan Sixth" o'\'l'sr a domi .... 
nant pedal, but a leading-tone sev$nth With lowered third 
and seventh all over a tonic pedal, 
Exa 42., Chopin, »a:cctl:£9Utl!t Op~ 6o. 
! 
~ ; 
---+-.:r._-·- '<i 
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It may be argued here that this is a Neapolttan.-.seventh 
chord in the third inversion. It is only consistent, however, 
to say that the leading-tone is the root by virtue or the 
analogous setting and voic a leading of the ttoerman S1xth11 
example.. In both cases then, the root Will~- ~ie a half•tone 
31 
below the pedal-note to which it must resolve. 
This development or the augmented sixth chord in Chopin 
is paralleled in navel. In the example below it is heard as 
a pivot chord betwee11 F sharp (enharmonicall:y G flat) and D 
flato f.hat makes it an unusu.ally interesting example is the 
fact that in acting as a pivot it shows clearly the relatio~ 
ship between the two chords discussed above. For, 1n IF 
it is the "German Sixth.. over a dominant (C sharp) pedal* 
while it 1s a leading .. tone seventh W1 th lowered third and 
seventh over a tonic pedal tn D flat, the key of destination. 
Ex: 43• Bona tine, II, P• 7 • 
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the case ot the superton1c. Although the aural result is s1m, .... 
ilar to a secondary dominant seventh, the regular resolution 
ot the chord demands that it be followed by the dominant 
seventh of the tonality. In this chord tbe fifth 1s simul• 
taneously raised and loWered. 
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Unfortunately, as used by Ravel. it i:$1 impossible to 
prove (l) the regular t-esolut1onof this chord to the domtnant 
seventh, due to his very tree voice leading, (2) that he con• 
sidered it a supertonic at all, due to the enharmonic spell· 
ing or the chord. 
The folloWing example Shows most clearly the derivation 
of this alteration from the superton1c. Here it is preceded 
by the supertoni<f ·s~a1ft{·t\b.d followed by the dominant. This 
. bhat 
context carries with 5 t the strong implication 4;he the chord 
under discussion is an· iatensif1eation of the familiar super-
tonic to dominant progression. 
Exc 4;. ~ :Velse, p., 9. 
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It is used later in La Vatse in a sequence of dominant 
seven1mB:-over a pedal. Again, the voices do not resolve by 
step but progress by skip to another dissonance. The spell-
ing of the chord gives no hir1; of its augmented and d1Slin1shed 
fifth. 
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Among the instances of the usage ot this chord the one 
below comes closest to showing its regular resolution to the 
dominant seventh: 
Ex: 47~> V§l;ses No)!lea ,!1 §en.timent~;tes2, V, p. 12. ~ 
I ~ --ih-rill-ii 1] ····· ·· 
I 1 (D=~> l 
l .... 4-1(~~~~~ 
sA 11!"6 ~ -
E: 1T" s-11 ;r "• - ~ ,, 
--=- - . -· ~-··· J~-- ------Here, however, the chord is resolved from the six-four inver-
sion. It is strictly exceptional to find this chord in any 
but the root position. 
Other Alterations 
Ot all altered chords not discussed 1n detail these 
general rules may be applied& 
Any chord not susceptible to alteration ensuing from 
adoption of either the major, melod:tc, or harmonic minor may 
have its fifth either raised or lowered. 
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Exa 48. X&~§eS fiobJgs .!.\ Senf=;~tljentales1 VII, P• 12 
Trio, I, Po2. 
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occasionally both an altered and a pert'eet t1tth occur simul• 
taneouslJ't 
Ex: 49. .L! Tomt~suau !4~ f::oap@:rt!Dt Forl~, p. 10. 
The only remaining tone, the root ot the tonic triad, can be 
neither raised nor lowered Wi~o~t loosing its identity com• 
pletely. When raised ,it Will be equ'!valent to the Neapolitan 
tone, and when lowered it Will become the leading-tone. 
CHAPTER II 
NONIIII(!HORDAL TONES 
The traditional theory Which underlies the practical 
application ot the ha~onie formulae of the Common Practice 
is in essense very strict, and as a resUlt imposes severe 
limitations on the compoSitions written under its influence. 
Composers would have been quite limited by its discipline 
were it not for a sort ot "escape clause n through 'Which eon• 
ventional theory acquires a considerably expanded tolerance 
and flexibility. This escape-clause is the recognition of 
the existence of non ... ohordal tones. 
The term "non-chordal" tones embraces those notes v411ch 
are sounded simultaneously With a chord or chordal progression 
but Which would not be permitted if the rules governing the . 
~' . . 
construction of such formulae were inflexibly applied. For 
the sake of orderliness in accounting tor the b~hav1or of 
those patterns of non-chordal tones which recur in music 
throughout the Common Practice Pel'iodt another set of princi-
ples had to be invented and another group of definitions given. 
lt is not necessary to become overly concerned With 
the ru.les goveming non-chordal tones 1n as much ~s eomT'.osers 
throughout the Common Practice Era have treated them with con.., 
s1derabla license, The terms and defil'litions, however, are 
a means ot classifYing and broadly categorizing those non• 
chordal tones which demonstrate similar or closely related 
·35· 
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tendencies; and insofar as they cla~ ffy what might otherwise 
be a chaotic picture, they are most import~. 
The terms which will be dealt With in this chapter area 
Added notes, pedals, pedal tones, appog1ature1 passing notes, 
suspensions, and ornamental resolutions. These terms will be 
treated 1n decreasing order of their importance in Ravel's 
style. 
The . sign1f1cance of the role which these non.;.chordal 
tones play in Ravel's utilization or the Traditional Harmonic 
System can scarcely be overstressed. It is largely the use 
or this device which enabled him to consciously direct an 
expansion of the system Without destroying it altogether. 
Through it, he managed to transform the visual and aural 
appearance of traditional harmonic writing to a degree that, 
in its apogee, remains recognizable perh~ps only to the 
composer himself'. This accounts for the endless contusion 
. and controversy in studies of h1s music in whi~h the trad1· 
tional harmonic Viewpoint figures little or not at all. The 
enlightened View ot traditional harmony must at lea$t ~e 
constructively present at all times 1n analyzing Ravel's music, 
1:tmea.ningless or absurd interpretations of certain examples 
are t.o be kept at a minimum. One such instance Will be 
noted in the sections on pedals and appogiature. 
1. Added Notes 
The tertian structures of traditional ha~ony may be en-
riched by the addition ot tones which are foreign to the chord 
3? 
in 1 ts sirnplest triadic f'orm. This .~:·rinc:tple·,; was pres,ented 
at the very outset ot the Common Practice Period by Rameau, 
and parenthetically it may be observed that it seems to have 
been a concept peculiarly attractive to French ttltlsic:tans since. 
As originally stated, Ram.eau•s theory was that the 
function of the ohord which "Ve,ry commonlY' preceded the penul-
timate dominant chord in·cadences of that period was best des-
cribed as a subdominant triad with added siXth. It matters 
little that the chord is universally referred to as the· super-
tonic six-five today. What is important is the idea that a · 
nota may be added to a chord W1 thout endangering its :identity, 
ln its original context the theory was limited by the 
example chosen. With the expanding force of continual use 
the example has long since been superceded and the theory en-
larged until from the pract1ce of Ravel it may be stated 
thusa anv note or notes ma~r be added to any chord, provided 
that, in terms of the degree of dissonance tolerated 1n the 
period, the chord remains wholly consonant. In other words$ 
the added note must be capable ot being absorbed into the 
chord so that the chord remains a wholly satisfying conson-
ance at cadences. By det1n1t1on1 notes added to a chord 
must not result in any tension which would require resolution. 
This is the working hypothesise to daal With spec1f1os 
in the practice of Ravel, the exact extent of tones wnich 
may be added must be defined. 
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1.-) The major second may be ack~ed in the major triad; 
. - ------- ' .· --
Exa 5'0. -14!· ~om'qta.p. de CgunerJJ'h Minuet, p. 20. 
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2.) ~he major sixth may be added to the major triad: 
Ext 51. La ,"'a:J.se, p~ 11. 
A~J)SO , .. 
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3~) The minor sixth may be added to the major tr1ada 
Ext 5'2. Co;cjerto ~ -1&. ·~a&D · Qauehe 
~-----·----~--· ------ -·· - -
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4.) The maJor second and major sixth may be added to 
the major triads 
Ext S3. }la;gh¢! .!1 dhl.oe. I 
;.) The perfec~ fourth may be added to the minor triadt 
Ex: ;4., lrfe Tombe19 ~ gouperUb Prelude, P• 6. 
6.) ~he major second and minor sixth may be added to 
the major triad: 
Exa ;,. gaggard de lA l{}!it., "Ondine," P• 1. 
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These examples define the limi~s or the added-note 
theory in the overwhelming majority of cases. There are 
some further examples Which, \lhile rare and exceptional to 
the general ruJ.e, throw additional light on Ravel's utilize.• 
tion of the added-note principles and are therefore worth 
discussing. 
~he augmented fourth is added to the· major triad with 
augmented :f'itth. This occurs mainly in .La yy.se, where the 
composer is very mu.ch concerned W1 th augmented intervals, 
altered triads, and seventh chorda., 
Exa 56. .La !@l,.se, Po 9~ 
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~he conolus:Lon to be drawn from this and similar exam-
ples in lA tal§! is that the augmented fourth, wb:tle a dis-
sonant interval by i tsel.f, may be added successfully to a. 
triad whose fif'th is also augmented. Thus the added note 
remains a whole step away from its neighbor on either side. 
Indeed, it may be observed about the added second or 
fourth generally that there is a pronounced reluctance to 
place them closer than a whole step away from the nearest 
chord member. ~his partially explains the lack of minor 
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seconds. added to triads, as well as ~~he rarity of perf'eet 
fourths added to major triads. In both cases the half step· 
between the added note and its neighboring chord tone 1s ap. 
parently too harsh to satisfy the composer1 s sense of conso-
nance Where added notes are c~ncerned. However, the above 
remark does not apply to the added minor sixth, which is 
employed with great and obVious relish at final cadences. 
In regard to the !Jlaoement of the added note in rela-
tion to the other chord tones it is obvio :s that it nust be 
in the same octave as the main body of the chord. If it is 
in the octave above, an added sec~nd, fourth, or sixth will 
·take on the aspect of a ninth, elevQnth, or thirteenth. The 
latter ean under no circumstances be considered added notes 
at all but are higher forms or the chord. It the added note 
is ill the lower octave, forming the bass, then the chord tones 
Will sound like higher forms or a chord built on the added 
note. 
It is largely this matter ot placEJBent or the added 
note which determines Whether or not the chord is really a 
structure W1 th note added or rather a. ninth, eleventh, or · 
thirteenth chord. In borderline cases the distinction can 
become rather obscure. 
When the added note is placed in the bass as happens 
occasionally it needs a chord tone verf nearb,y in order that 
the bass be heard as an added note rather than as a root. 
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(Later in the above Valse the added note is left alone 
in the bass, but by this time the ear has identified its tune-
tion and retains it even in a considerably changed context.) 
Ex: ;a. :VAIS!I Noble§~ ~ent~ .. mentales, III, P• 9. 
G:~, l ·~l'_.· ., 
! 
It is apparent beth in the sound and in the ttsag~- ·ey.y 
the eomposer that the added note- is completely absorbed by 
the chord, enriching it Without affecting its function. In· 
regard te modulation, however, the added note oan make a 
distinet contribution to smoethness at the critical 11 plvot 
pomt.-•• 
~he addition of a not$ to a chord permits the chord a 
new inte·z-preta t1 on as a pi v&t i& a new key. Thus in the 
case ot the tonic triad with added siXth, when used as a 
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pivot to the relative minor, the chord is also literally the 
tonic six ... five in· the key or destinat:J.on. Except that one is 
axoot position and the other a six-five chord, the two are 
1dent1cal. This permits much smoother hinge-type modulations. 
Ext 59. If!;Lj(sea f!oll!es et smtimentales, III; P• 8., 
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Xt is plain from the di~ussions1 then, that added notes 
have been so thoroughly l\S$1milated in the writing of Ravel 
· · that theyo should be considered interchangeable with the una• 
domed chord. They ar.e used With SttCh frequency in his music 
' that they should require no theoretical 11 ra:t.sed eyebrows. tt In 
the analyses given in this thesis they are regarded simply as 
an enrichment of the underlying harmonies and no reference is 
made to. them in the figured bass. 
Of all non-chordal tones, they are the most oharaeter1s• 
t1c in Ravel's ~raditional. harmonic writing. They account: tor 
the richness of texture, as. well as W1eld1ng a considerable 
influence over the effectiveness or lack of effectiveness ot 
other non<~>chordal tones. It will be necessary to return to 
this po:tnt 1n ensuing discussions. or other non-chordal tones. 
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2. Pedals 
The pedal, or organ~point, refers to a note Which remains 
statio thJ:I)ttgh seveJ-al changes ot harmony. It is of about the 
same importance in Ravel• a music as the added notes which were 
studied above. Both devices exert a primary influence on the 
musical texture• the added notes are encountered everywhere 
as a stylistic feature and extended passages or Whole sections 
of a composition are constructed upon pedal tones. 
Obviously then, a thorough appreciation of these most 
basic non-chordal tones is neoessary before the more 1nd1vi~ 
dual type,· ot non...ohordal tone can be treated, tor the former 
will appreciably govern the effect of the latter. 
The pedal is perhaps the non-chordal device Which has 
the fewest restr1ct1ons placed upon it. It may be of any 
dur~tion, it may appear in any voice, and it may be on any 
seale degree. In practice the only real restriction Wh1eh is 
placed upon its use is the taste of the composer, so that the 
study of pedals in Ravel becomes ill effect an inquiry into his 
personal preferences. This is not valueless, however, for 
style is sometimes solely the result of taste. 
Ravel :toUews the conventional precedent·~ 1n that the 
tone mest frequently appearing as a pedal note is tbe domi-
nant, and second in frequency, the tohio. 
I 
\ 
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Ext 61. 1£!! Tombeaq.· Sf! C,osRer1n, Minuet, P• 23. 
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pedal oceurring at the outset of the Valse in g. 
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Examples of subdom1nant pedals ere lacking, curiously 
enough·:,:: and While med:lant pedals do occur, they appear in-
frequently~~ 
Ex: 6~. Xfll,sett Noblet:t et Sentiment!Jres, III, p. 9. 
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Double pe4t\l.s on the tonto qd dominant are common. 
Ex: 66,. .Le, ;rombeflU .U, Cmme§D, RigQUU£t.llt P• 17 • 
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The dominant accompanied by its dominant tone (supe:P• 
tonic) 1s a frequent double pedal. 
Exa 6?. s~na~age,I, P• 4, 
~----.~-----------------------------==------------~1 
1\;i" I ' 
\ 
The use of tones other than these as double pedals 
frequently brings about b1tonal1ty-, as 1n the case of the 
sub-mediant and mediant pedal used 1~ this example& 
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This is a clc:3ar case ot tile keys Eb and G sounding together. 
Entire chords are sometimes used as pedals. When this 
occurs the pedal chord w111 be heard as a tome, and any har-
monic digression in the upper voices Yr.l.ll immediately cause 
b1tonalitr. 
Ex: 69. . Sg&t,.! BQU£ Vioton S Pte.ng, I, P• 2. 
While the pedal was originally a phenomenon brought 
about by holding down the pedal of an organ and 1mp~ov1sing 
above, thereby' ca'-P1Q a static 'bass, subsequent ~eatment ot 
it has enabled the pedal to oeour in any voice. Example 6' · 
c,&!e 46> , cited earli.er 1n rete~ence to the pedal on the 
tnediant degree, is also an instance or a pedal oeeurring in 
the soprano and bass simultaneously. 
It is Ve1!Y common, indeed a stylistic mannerism., tor 
Ravel to have tke pedal sounding in all eotaves of the te5P 
ture. 
!rhis practice causes the pedal~to be brought :tnto Juxtaposi• 
tion With the d.!ssonantu.pper vt~ices. As a result a piquancy 
and ao:ldit;r are imparted to the tGxture, giving examples like 
the above and similar passages their characteristic Ravellian 
flavor. 
' 
The 1nter1oJ' pedal, the pedal in the middle voices, 1s 
the least comm&n variety and the most dittieu.lt to write., In 
addition to the example or 1t given below mention must be 
made of 8 Le GS.bet" from the su1te if!S.Rard de J;a Is& t. This 
entire compos1 t1on is constructed around an interior pedal 
note Bb (enharmonic ally changed to A# in the course ot the 
piece). It constitutes, along with Purcell's FIJU;ap1e 9JA gne, 
Notlt the .!!2 Q).us ul;t:rr& in imaginative use ot the pedal de .. 
vice. 
In the conventional use or the pedal, it is generally 
required that the pedal begin and end as a member of the har-
mony above. Ravel does not bind himself by this restriction, 
sometimes leaving the pedal note after having progressed to 
an ent!rel7 foreign key. 
Exa 72. Jta~sea :tioJ:ie• .f.t. fe)ltiqentaJ.e,a, I, P• 2. 
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Another requirement ordinarily stated in regard to 
pedal notes is that at some time in the course of its use the 
harmonies should :tlrogress to chords or- which the pedal could 
not possibly be a. member. This again is a convention likely 
to be ignored by R_avel. In this example the supertomc F 
' 
is clearly heard as a pedal in spite of' its being an integral 
member of the chords surrounding ita 
Ex•73. §on,t...tns, lit p. 6 • 
. i . 
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Finally, as applied by Ravel' to his writing, the pedal 
device may take the form of a fairly elaborate figuration in• 
vol ving several notes~ 
Ext 74.- Som&ta m1 Q.usb -IV, P• 12., 
Usually When this refinement of pedal technique is used the 
pedal Will be heard as centering on one or two notes of the 
pattern. The following has two different pedal eontiguttations 
in different voices. The patterns gravitate toward the C¢ 
however. 
Exc 7;. Sonatina, II, P• 7~ 
~. -:-·---.--··-----·----. --:-.:-.:...._----:::-~-~-' 
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We have seen, then, the eonsiderable domination whieh 
the pedal has over the musical texture 1n many passages :tn 
Ravel's music. It even plays a considerable role in creating 
higher forms of triadic or seventh chord harmony. When these 
simple~ s~otures are placed over a single or double pedal, 
ninths, elevenths, and thirteenths are often the result. 
When any technical device plays ~ prominent a role as 
this in a creator's thinking it obviates the necessity for 
the analyst to give it equal prominence in his attempts to 
show how the final result was achieved. tis 1s why the 
pedal must be considered f'irst in importance before ethel' 
means ot classifying non .. chordal effeots can be attempted. 
It this approach had been used in aooouating fo~ the 
f'amous opening chords ot X@tses moNas. g ~=entimentatGa, some 
fatuous errors in analysis could have been avoided. 
• { 'lZ"t3 :r. (+.a. + b~ . 
I :c IIIIID '!: Pol!llljl. ----- --- -- .- . -
. "---···-· - . ·- -- ·' 
It is unthirlkflble to call the first chord a· dominant ninth 
. . . . 1 
with added second and fourth' but 1 t has. been donf.t• A par• 
tial and correct explanation can be given by noting the double 
pedal, In this light it can be seen as the dominant thirteenth 
over a tonic pedal, but to explain the E sh~p it Will first 
be necessary to take up th~ next category ot non-chordal 
tonese appogiature •. 
3. Appog~atur~ 
~he appogiatura is· the non-c}torda.l device w~ch is most 
otten used by Bavel in his efforts to expand and el.aborate on 
traditional harmonic formulae. It is tar more frequently em-
ployed as a means or renovating tired structUres and shop• 
worn ol:tch~s than the device of altering chords which was dis• 
cussed 1n.Chapter I. Through the use ot the appogiatura Ravel 
has arrived at some of the more advanced of Twentieth Century 
harmon:J.o practices. 
!.-. 
In classical terms the appog1atura is that non-chordal 
tene wh:teh is rsndehd distinct by its myt;hmie emphasis. ·· Xn 
the Common Practioe Periot it was eustomanlr tWJ~1ved at b,-
repe'b11l1on, by step or by leap, and was resolved by step.1 As 
the appogia tura 1 s a nt:m-ehordal tone 1 t 1s therefore lay de-
firli t!tm dissonant, aad :resolution::.:of dissonance was ot course 
requ:Lre4 tllrou.,•t mt)s4l .. of tae p·eJt:lO~ 
In·;·.·~e bands of Ravel the appogiatura :f.s used sometimes 
in accordance with the pr:tnc~ple o~ mandatory resal"tion and 
$omet1mes not. This development et the "lUU'esolved appogia• 
tura" was well under wa~ teward the end of the.Common Pract • 
... 
ttce Period, so wbile it cannot be sa4d that he originated 
the device he may be credited W1 th having greatly extended 
its use. 
Here is an example of the appog1atura which is resolved 
in acoordanc e w1 th all conventional rules a 
•• "· XilS;SSif!l&e.s.!! SfiU&J!l&atales, ,. a. 
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It is to be noted t;ba1t whUe the dissonanee is resolved into 
another dissonance, it is a true resolution none the less, tor 
· · lpiston, Walte~~1 Ef&Ae~\~s .liZ.. &amfW.e ~sH, Chapter II, :gar>. 2, page 31, Bas on, · .H.Sih!.rmer, Ino., 9 • 
the minor seventh of the resolution is a less intense dis• 
sonance than the major seventh of the appog1atura. This, by-
the way, illustrates a most important point 1n respect to 
Ravel's use of the appogiaturat it may, and frequently does, 
resolve into another dissonance. 
EKe 78. sonite ,J!QUX: Y&oJ.oa JUi f1ano, III, p{) 24!0 
When the exact equivalent o:f the dilii1nished S$Venth chord w.tth 
its appogie.tura ( Example 77, above) is placed in a di:fterent 
invel"sion, and the non!cho;rdal tone is lett unresolved, the 
result is the 1d1 oniatie structure encountered so frequent~ 
in his music. 
Ext . 79 •. Attaorada del, graciosa,. 
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.Again1 as the appog1atura in the example from 7{&1§~1 J!AbJ.e§ .a1i. 
Sen~imentaleg (Example 77) is really the root or the chord, 
by analogy it may be assumed that the roots or the chords in 
the example from A},bo£ada d§l px:ae*ogo, are 1n the upper voice. 
!his is not the case in the. following example, however • 
. When the root is a·:minor third below the appogiature, as it 
is here, the result is the simultaneous maJor and minor third, 
another characteristic structure. 
Ext 80. V@lSe,l NobJ.~s ,!S SE)JJ.t:tmentg.),e,s,a IV, P• 10. 
The resolution by· substitution Which occurs above is a tech-
nique which is frequently found. It is used to render sensible 
such extremely angular melodic lines as this onea 
Exa 81. YlltiS! Noblze:~ .!1 asntim!Qta.J.es, I, P• 2 .. 
In contrast to the avoidance of resolution entirely, Ravel 
frequently causes the appog1atura to sound together With its 
note of resolution. In so doing, however, he Violates one 
ot traditional. !harmony's most stringent rules: the resolution 
ot a dissonance must not be anticipated 1n anotherVbice. 
Ext ·,82. 'Z4 SpMt~, Ill t P• 26. 
In addition to the single note appogiatura, double and 
, 
triple appogiature are frequently employed. The following 
passage shows the use of combinations or appogisture to 
ornament and freshen a harmonic formula which is character-
istic of the Viennese waltz~ On paper it looks far removed 
·from tradition but in as much as each s.ppogiatura is care• 
tully resolved its relation to the Common Practice Period 
. 1s unmistakably plain. 
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The concept or· multiple appogta.ture which are not re. 
solved or are delayed in their resolution is an invaluable 
aid in explaining passages such as this one: 
Ex• 84. Cqngerto pml£ Piang, !,1 Q£Ch§g!fre,. I 9 P~~t 12. 
Jfp 
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- Triple appogia.ture sounding together with their re• 
solution result 1n such powe~l progressions as are found 
_ throughout the :.trt,o. 
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When the resolution of such multiple appog1ature is de-
layed or dispensed With altogether, frank bt· or polytonali ty 
is the resultli) 
Ext 86. C.ol\c~r,ji.Q. pour !?J.an.o. .!1 Orsb!s3fre, P• 1. 
J:----: 
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It is in the nature o:r appogiature in general that they 
reoeive their stress by sounding against a ohange in harmony. 
Furthermox-e they are a device which originated in melodic 
writing. Both of these essentials, th~ conspire to kaep the 
appog:1ature in the upper voice$ for (l) it is the bass that 
determines the harmony, .. and (2) bass lines in Ravel are .rarely 
meoldic. 
On infrequent occasions, however, the unresolv64 e.ppog1• 
atura does ... appear in the bass, and.· this can be a eause of'· 
great contusion in analysis. The unresolved appogiature in 
. the bass 1s almost never recognizable as a non.!ohordal tone 
to the ear; it is through the spelling ot the no-te 1n the 
score tha. t the e omposer reveals his thought• 
Exl 87. VaJ,te.s Kobl!! ,!.i iSef!t~mepta~ea, VI, p~ 13. 
·- iJ I 
·_---__ ~ 
If the opening dominant four ... three chord ot this example had 
arisen through chromatic alteration, the bass note would have 
been spelled D flat rather than C Sharp. As it iS; the note 
is an a.ppog1atura to a D natural which never arrives. ~he same 
. is true of the bass of the leading tone s:tx-tive chord in the 
tollmJ.ing. example., The F sharp, Which is the not&r:of resolu-
6.1 
t1on for the appogiatura in the bass and also for one 3."l the 
melodic line, is se~pulously avoided by all voices, leaving 
the composition hanging in mid-sir. 
Ex: 88. j7aJa§$!S I2J:!&es, At, Sent;JJDem.aJ.es,, v,. . P• 13~ 
After haVing observed how the concept. of the appogia-
tura is applied by Ravel to his embellishment of traditional 
chords it 1s profitable to reconsider the chord from XP6sea 
1fob4e~ .!.1i, ,SestimeuteaJ.e! which was partially analyzed 1n the 
·· section on pedals. (Ex: 76e: page ?3) • The E sharp 1s clearly 
an appogiatura to the F sharp Which follows in the chord on 
the third beat~ T.bus, the complicated st~~cture ~nich opons 
this collection of waltzes can be described as a dominant 
thirteenth With appog.1atura over a tonic and dominant pedal. 
·This shows how a chord.which superficially bears no relation 
to traditional harmony in reality is a. direct outgrowth ot 
:J..t. The dissonant notes ot the third beats of both measures 
w:1ll be understood af'ter:passing notes have been dealt w1th, 
while the chord on the f~rst ~eat of the second measur$ is 
clearly a tonic with added second and sixth. 
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4. Passing Notes 
Pass1ng'notes have alwa,-s been a melodlc rather than 
a harmonic device, yet their use can attect harmony to a co~ 
s1derable degree, 
Yet, in a style Which has. already made effective use 
ot several non-chordal devices, thei:t utility is somewhat 
reduced. 
When it is remembered how much use :l.s made ot ninth, 
eleventh and thirtesrtth structures, added notes, pedals, and 
appogiature, it will become obvious that most conventional 
types of passing notes Will sound as chord tones. If the 
chord tone itself is not actually present, the ear, having 
ad3usted to the st2rle, will automatically' relate the conven-
tional diatol'l1c "passing tone't tc the bass and re•interpret 
the resulting texture as a chor4. !rhus the passing tone as 
1t was most often employed during the Common Practice ~ra, 
(i.e., as a tone ot weak rhy'thmic stress used to continue 
scalewise motion in the melodic line, ·regardless ot the 
underlying hartnOJ17), all but looses its identity in the com-. 
plex style of' Ra'tre1.1 
Under certain clearly d$f1ned circumstances it contin-
ues to play a valid role as a non-chordal technical device. 
The requirements are # ( 1) that tha over-all harmonic tex• 
ture is confined to lower forms of tertian structures (i.eet 
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that eleventh and thirteenth chords are not extensively 
used), or (2) that the passing note occurs as part ot a 
melod1c bass, or (3) that it is chromatic rather than dia• 
tonic. 
An excellent illustration ot the first condition neees .. 
sary tor effective use ot passing is provided in the seccnd 
moveme1_1t of the Qonee:rto BOJl.r, PtD!l.Q .§1 Orchegtra. Here the 
0 • 
harmonic materials are generally ~tm1ted to ninths or lower 
forms. 
~= 89. Concerto JJl G, II, P• 49 • 
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Here the passing· implications of the chords on the third 
beat of each three-eighths gr~ping are quite manifest. An• 
. 
other e~ple from the same movement shows how passing. notes 
in 1nd1 vidual voices ot a chord are used to create quite 
unexpected dissonances, a favor1te device With most Common 
lractice composers. 
--· lcl 1_1 ' 
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The second condition which enables passing notes to be 
heard as such is that of the bass moving by step. While this 
is easy enough to arrange, it is not encountered as often as 
might be expeetE:ui, due to Ravel's preference fC)r bass move• 
ment by disjunct intervals, most often by fourths and fifths. 
Ex: 91. l&!. lembeu · 4! CouP trw,·'· Rig&udon, p. 17. 
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But the most important usage.·-~whioh is ·made ot passing 
tones by Ravel is the chromatic p~ssing ton.s. Here there 
are hosts of examples all With a common~tra:tt stylistically; 
they a:ue employed in order to facilitate the upward resolu--
tion ot the sevenths and ninths, especially dominant sevenths 
and ninthsll · 
fhls is the most:_frequent means employed to arrive at 
the ehatacteristic dominant with raised fifth and seventht 
Ex1 93. .L! Valse, p.- 9.- ·· 
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~he process can be reversed also• 
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Then, to return once more to the opening ot Val;seEf,N~bl!s 
et Sentimenta~e§~ both directions of chromatic passing tones 
occur against each other: 
Exa 9;. Vil;ges ·l'iflbles .!1 sentimentBJ.e€1, 
C.llf?cr,,a"ii!. f;r. ?,T. 
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Thus through the four ma:tn species .ot non .. chordal tones this 
passage ean be seen as an imaginative extension _or the ultra 
trad:t tional d_om1nant*to.n1e progression. 
S. Other Non.O.Chor-dal Tones 
A. Suspensions 
The stylistic factors ~eh conspired to reauee tha ef-
fectiveness ot the passing note as a··nonwehordal device have 
had an even more obliterating eftect on the suspension, which 
was onee the cardinal means ot achieving dissonance in musical 
composition. 
It is to be observed that the onl~ essential difference 
between the suspension- and the appogiatura (arrived at by re .. 
petition and resolve~ by step) ;l.s that the rhythm of a sus-
pension (prepared on a weak beat and tied over to a strong beat) 
is felt as weak to strong, while the appogiatura occurs on a 
strong beat a:nd resolves on a weak one, therefore being heard 
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as a strong to weak rhythmic impulse. 
The suspension, then, is a rhythmic device. Its close 
similarity in treatment to the appog1atura means that in the 
hands or Ravel it 1s not usually resolved, and when lett un-.. 
resolved it becomes nothing more than a retardation. 
Neve~helesst a few examples of suspensions do occur, 
and while it cannot be said that it is a device which has 
played an appreciable role in Ravel's development of tradition-
al harmoJJ7, its e..-,:istance a~ least can still be recorded., 
Exs 96. Soatm•! II, n. 6. I •· 
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· B. Ornamental Resolutions 
The eehapp6E and th$ nota cambiata wh1oh were ornamental 
resolutions or the suspension have suffered the same f'ate as_ 
the device Wi tb wh1.ch they are 1nseparab11 associated. Where 
~spens1ons exist ornamental resolutions may possibly coeur, 
Which e1roumscribes their utility to harmonic advancements 
1n this style. 
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C. _The Auxiliary -· 
~he auxiliary tone is the one remaining non-chordal tone 
. . 
wh1oh makes-a valid cOntribution to Ravel•s utilization and 
expansion ot traditional harmony. When used to its greatest 
effect in evolVing subtle variations of traditional harmonic 
formulae, 1 t will be observed in a. context governed by· the 
eond1 tion described above in relation to passing notes a mel c..· 
die bass moving by step. It is the lower aUXiliary that is 
used in this way.. lt preserves its Common Practice de:t1n1t1on 
as a tone ot weak rhythmic stress Wh1oh leaves and returns to 
its chord tone by· step in the passage below. 
Ext 98. cgpemi1JR. nroir ·eiana .!1 g~gestte, P• ;o • 
. . 
C!IAPTER III 
GENERAL 1IA!UJOlliC CONSIDERATIONS 
1. Harmonic Rhythm 
In addition to having employed specitie harmonic devices 
which were everyday facets ot Common Practice technique, Ravel 
has applied some broad underlying principles which govern the 
use ot these formulae. One such principle is that of harmonic 
rhythm, or the temporal spacing ot chord movements and the 
counterpoint of the resulting rhythm With that arising from 
the melod1e elelJ1ents ot composition. 
~he tremendous variety ot harmonic rhythms,and the 
rhythmic 1ntei-est aroused by the contlict ot harmonic and 
melodic :rhythms, suggest that they were the result of great 
conscious attention on the part ot the composer. 
Certain features or style combine to blunt the edge of 
clear harmonic l'hythrn patterns such as are tound in the Common 
Practice Period, in the same way that the high degree of depen-
dence on certain non-chordal ·deVices reduced the importance 
of others whiCh played a greate role in Common Practice tech-
nique than they do in Ravel t s adoption ot trad1 tlonal harmonic 
devices to his own ·personal style.· This was g~ne into at some 
length in Chapter II and especially with reference to the 
suspension. 
such factors as liberal usages ot non-harmonic pedal 
tones, for instance, will have a profound etf'ect on ha1'mome 
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rhythm. For harmonic rhythm depends on root movements ot 
chordst on strong and weak progressions, and the pedal deVice 
tends to obscure, sometimes to a great degree, the relative 
values ot a harmonic formula. 
Likewise conspicuous use of higher forms or tertian 
structures tends to weaken the subtle changes in posttlon 
(an4 therefore root movement) that were a convenient technical 
means of Common Practice composers~ In a context of n1nth1 
eleventh, and thirteenth chords, both with and without added 
notes, a root movement must be very strong indeed it it is to 
be felt at all. 
· Berhaps this is a partial reason for the frequent appear-
ances of root movements by fourths, fifths, and seconds, which 
have been noted so often. !hase are the strongest progressions 
ot all, and in employing harmonic formulae based on them, the 
device of a clearly perceptible harmonic rhythm is preserved. 
It is probably sate for the analyst to assume, however, 
that, when harmonic rhythm becomes obscured by other aspects 
or the style, :1 t is no longer the factor of primary importance 
in the harmonic scheme; 1 t has ceased to be the point that 
Ravel is trying to make. For when dealin.g with a composer 
as conscious ot technique and means as Ravel appears to have 
been, the interpl~y of clarity and obscurity, which are large 
technical means in themselves, is probably the result of con-
scious plan also. When elaritll' in reference to harmonic 
·t:hythm 1s the aim, it is as clear as can be desire4. 
7l 
An excellent example o.f this~- ts the first ot VaJ.seg 
Nobl.eg ~ ~mtimsnt!Ae._s. While the entire piece would be too 
long to quote literally as an example, a reduction ot it to 
its harmonic rhythm can be p~ofitably studied. (See Ex• 99 
on the following page.) ln this- work are to. be found all 
the varieties ot ha~on1c rhythm Which are commonlY employee! 
by Ravel, from the static type1 resulting from unchanging 
harmony, to the very ·;*apid style, announcing the arrival ot 
import:m·.t cadences, and including the xahythmic excitement 
geneaat~ by the contradiction ot melodic and harmonic 
patterns. 
2. Voice Leading 
Voice leading is the general consideration ot trad:l.• 
tlonal harmony Which 1s the most strictly gover-ned by arbi~ 
traey rules, and is the element ot harmony Which is the most 
inextricably associated with the over-all style ot the Comm~ 
J>raetice Period. 
lt is enough to hear almost any section of a piece by 
Ravel to t~ll that he is emphatically not a Common Practice 
composer. This historical advantage has enabled him ~o take 
or leave the strict rules governing the leading of voices 
which total obeieance to the Common Practice sty1e demands. 
W,nile it can be readily noted what traditional harmonic 
conc$pts he has applied to his own style, it cannot be said 
that he has taken over Common Practice !!l ,!iott,q due to the 
complete freedom ot his approach to the problem ot voice 
. - ~- . 
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leading. 
Frons this license it can be concluded that it is the 
device itself which matters to Ravel and not the context in 
which it was customarily applied. Thus in dealing with har-
monic formulae in Ravel• s music it becomes apparent that the 
important considerations are first, the chord itselt, second, 
the root ~ovements ·ot the chords .... not the means used :tor 
getting from one chord to another. This undeniably leads to 
a basically homophonic style. 
This does not imply, ho\:ever, that careful voice leading 
does not occur in Ravel, but does mean that be is highly 
selective about it. He uses it when suitable to his purpose, 
abandons it when unsuitable_. That he waa capable of writing 
the purest contrapuntally derived· progressions may be seen by 
looking at the "Pavane de la Belle au Bois Dormant'' from the 
su:Lte .Ia l.iE.i l.1 0YI• Here as in the folloWing short excerpt 
the emphasis is entirely on contrapuntal purity ot line. 
Ex: 100. _t_o;r- a l&t Ix 
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But more often, when employing hal'Dlonic tormlae, this 
is not the aim. Sometimes the intent is so much in the other 
direction that fine voice leading is intervall!cally dislo-
cated 1n order that the chords may be heard as sonorities and 
nothing more. To demonstrate this freedom ot approach to 
voice leading, even when the progression originallY' der1 ved 
through counterpoint, the reduction of one octave of the open. 
ing ot Y.i\SfU! lg,l!las .!1 §snt:t.mentolas ot examples 9? (page 68) 
may be compared With the original, 1ntervalU.caUy dislocated 
version which appears as example 78Cpage ;;). 
CHAPTER IV 
COM:LTJSIOlf 
This study has Shown the traditional harmonic devices 
which have been utilized by Maurice Ravel. The examples 11• 
lustrating these points have been selected from works ot all 
periods or his creative career. or necessity a certain pre-
ponderance of the examples chosen. have been drawn tram major 
works in Which the utilizat1on and elaboration ot traditional 
harmonic deviCeS iS the primary Concern, notably J!a1§fiS li.Ol!les 
et S ept:tmmtaj,eg and l5! foml}'!zS.U J1! C OQQS£&ft• 
fhe analyses in terms of strict traditional theory which 
have been given show that the attempt to account tor each nota 
as it written in the Common Practice Period is not only instruc-
tive but profitable. While variations in 1nterpretat1on of 
technical devices ere always in order, lt is maintained that 
phenomena which are completely aecawntable in traditional 
terms do not arise completely by accident. It conscious 
thought on the part or the creator has been the eausat1ve 
factor in the eXistence ot these traditional harmonia deVices 
in the work ot Maur1oe Ravel, then the raison d9etre ot this 
study has been ~ust1f'ied. 
r 
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